




The Ancient Mesopotamian Ritual for Making Divine Statues:
Some Aspects of Philological and Comparative Studies
KASATANI Miho
This paper deals with some problems in the study of Mesopotamian cuneiform texts regarding the
“mouth-washing” (mı¯s pî: in Akkadian) ritual. These texts describe how to make or restore a divine
statue and dedicate it to a shrine. 
In 1931, E. Ebeling interpreted these texts by arguing that the ritual process could be compared
with a birth process. This has been a dominant theme in the discussion of the ritual since then. This
theory is based especially on a reading of line 23 of the Babylonian version. Although some signs have
been broken away, E. Ebeling restored the word “buginnu” (trough) from the context. He interpreted
that the buginnu placed on a brick belonging to a birth goddess represented a womb and that river
water poured into the buginnu represented semen. It meant that the divine image should be born as a
“child” through the ritual. E. Ebeling’s theory was accepted and further developed by T. Jacobsen
(1987).  P. J. Borden (1998) inherited T. Jacobsen’s theory and added new ideas. In 1998, however, A.
Berlejung rejected E. Ebeling’s theory because his interpretation of buginnu as womb could not be
proven from other examples. Despite this, E. Ebeling’s interpretation was still being quoted by M. Dick
in 2005. Thus, once an interpretation of rituals is made, it is often accepted without challenge or ques-
tion for a long time. 
Moreover, a scholar’s cultural and religious background can affect the study of ritual texts. The
excavations in Mesopotamia and the decipherment of cuneiform were begun by scholars from the West.
By noticing some similarities between the Bible and the cuneiform texts, these scholars, mainly with
backgrounds in Biblical Studies, engaged themselves in philological studies of cuneiform texts (Assyri-
ology). They had difficulty accepting the “pagan” mouth-washing ritual, something is criticized in the
Bible. Recently, however, as an attempt to familiarize people with the ritual, M. Dick pointed out the
similarity between this ritual and the Eucharist, which is explained by the theory of transubstantiation.
However, we now know that there are many more similar rituals in the world, including the “Kaigen-
shiki” (the opening of the eyes ceremony) for Buddhist statues in Japan. Such rituals appear to be
scarcely known to many Assyriologists. Therefore, for a more comprehensive and perhaps accurate
understanding of cuneiform texts, comparative studies from broader perspectives are required.
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と 『 口 開 け 』 を 行 う 」（ DINGIR BI





























































































































































































































































































































































































ンが1 9 8 7年に発表した1 8頁の論文（ “ T h e
Graven Image”）の中で口洗い儀礼を取り上げ































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Heaven, Made on Earth, The Making of the































































10 内容の詳細は、Walker/Dick 2001, pp.140-141,






11 Berlejung 1998, pp.182-191; Walker / Dick 2001,
pp.10-15; Dick 2005a, pp.580-583参照。
12 テキストの全容についてはWalker / Dick 2001参
照。またそれぞれの版の名称はWalker / Dick
2001に準じている。
13 Walker/Dick 2001, pp.34-67参照。
14 Walker/Dick 2001, pp.70-82参照。
15 Walker/Dick 2001, pp.228-245参照。CD-ROMに
書板の写真あり。
16 Walker/Dick 2001, pp.70-82参照。






1998, pp.192-196; Walker / Dick 2001, pp.20-21参
照。
22 Ebeling 1931, no.26参照。
23 「ブギンヌ」についてはアッカド語辞書AHw ,
p.136a, CAD B, pp. 306-307b参照。
24 Ebeling 1931, p.101. アトラ・ハシース神話につ











30 Boden 1998, p.222.
31 Boden 1998, p.171参照。メソポタミアの出産に
関する参考文献としてはStol 2000も挙げられ
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32 Berlejung 1998, 出生過程の検証については
pp.135-141参照。
33 Walker / Dick 2001.
34 さらにBerlejung 1998, pp.135-141参照。
35 Boden 1998, p.104.
36 Boden 1998, pp.195-196.
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付けられていない。
38 Berlejung 1998, pp.135-141参照。
39 「タマリスク、清い木」の唱えごとについては




41 Walker/Dick 2001, Incantation Tablet 5, Section
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42 Berlejung 1998, p.141.
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44 渡辺 2009, pp.93-94.
45 渡辺 2009, pp.93-96参照。
46 Hurowitz 2003, pp.147-148.（ ）カッコ内は笠谷
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による補足。
48 Walker / Dick 2001, p.4.
49 Jacobsen 1987, p.15.
50 Dick 2005b.
51 Dick 2005b, p.45. 
52 “This paper seeks to show that the concern of
Mesopotamia religion (the best documented of all
ancient religions) to ‘enliven’ or consecrate the
cult image is remarkably similar to the cultic
activities of some mainstream Christian religions
today. If bread and wine can become the deity,
why cannot stone and wood?" Dick 2005b, p.45.
53 Dick 2005b, p.67.


















56 藤井正雄編 2001, pp. 39-40.
57 藤井正雄編 2001, p.148.
58 Foster 2005, “IV.17 Erra and Ishum,” pp.880-911,
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59 Dick 2005b, p.43参照。
60 Freedberg 1989, p.85参照。
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62 渡辺 2009, pp.109-110.
63 渡辺 2009, p.109.
64 渡辺 2009, p.112.
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